
Our growing company is hiring for a strategic pricing manager. We appreciate you
taking the time to review the list of qualifications and to apply for the position. If
you don’t fill all of the qualifications, you may still be considered depending on
your level of experience.

Responsibilities for strategic pricing manager

Lead The Price Increase Process & Support Sales Negotiations
Responsible for making sure Vendavo Pricing Tool is fully Utilized
Will be creating tools, defining processes and automating processes for the
Pricing Activities
Manage Pricing Analysts
Responsible for making sure the Refrigeration Pricing Requirements are
represented in the Oracle Implementation
Advises on deal pricing and contract terms for large and I or complex
upcoming deals Utilizes Pricing Recommendation Tool (PRT}to provide pricing
guidance and maintain price integrity
Partner with Category Managers, Brand Managers, Marketing and Strategic
Planning to ensure a shared understanding of customer shopping behaviors,
category strategies, financial and marketing levers any other key business
drivers as input to the pricing strategy
Develop, maintain, and distribute Strategic Pricing Dashboard to members of
Executive Pricing Committee
Continually evaluate competitors and marketplace dynamics to assess the
impact on the enterprise business and develop data driven pricing strategy
and process recommendations
Define, analyze and review key business metrics with stakeholders

Qualifications for strategic pricing manager

Example of Strategic Pricing Manager Job Description
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Excellent customer service, communication, relationship-building, and
presentation skills in a fast-paced, demanding sales environment
Proficiency in using pricing tools like PROS, Zilliant, Vendavo
Strong analytical skills with strong background in statistical analysis and
optimization along with experience manipulating large data sets across
disparate systems
Master’s degree in Engineering, Science, business, Economics or Quantitative
field
Fluent in German and English (written & spoken), fluency in French is a stong
asset
Proven ability to understand and clearly communicate scientific and economic
topics and a sound understanding of financial analysis


